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The Atomic Energy Control Board is an independent
federal agency, that controls all nuclear activities in
Canada. Our mission is to make sure that the use of
nuclear energy in Canada does not pose undue risk to
health, safety, security and the environment

A major use of nuclear energy in Canada is electricity
production. "We have an office at every nuclear
generating station, and we monitor the stations on a
day to day basis. Specialists in our Ottawa Head
Office work with the on-site staff to accomplish our
mission.

We make sure that every station follows all legal
requirements, and the conditions in the Operating
licence we issue. To do this, we review all aspects of
a station's operation and management, and we inspect
each station regularly.
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INTRODUCTION

The AECB Pickering Project staff
in co-operation with AECB staff
in Ottawa monitor the operation
of Pickering NGS-A, Units 1 - 4 ,
and Pickering NGS-B, Units 5 - 8 .
We do this to ensure Ontario
Hydro operates the Pickering
station in compliance with the
licensing and safety requirements
of the Atonic Energy Control
Board.

This report presents our review
of licensing issues and station
performance during 1991, and
those aspects that we consider to
have significant impact on
safety. More detailed
information on performance is
contained in the Ontario Hydro
1991 Quarterly Technical Reports
for both plants.



AECB STAFF REVIEW OF OPERATIONAL SAFETY ASPECTS

COMPLIANCE

• Station Compliance with the
Atonic Energy Control
Regulations and Operating
Licences

In 1991, the AECB renewed both
Pickering NGS-A and NGS-B
licences for one year, effective
October 1, 1991.

During 1991, there were 10
violations of the operating
licences. Of these, six Involved
failure to observe Operating
Policies and Principles (OP&Ps)
and one Involved failure to
observe the Ontario Hydro
Radiation Protection Regulations.
In addition, there were six
violations of the Atomic Energy
Control (AEC) Regulations.

None of these events had a
significant impact on plant
safety. However, two events had
potential for workers to receive
significant radiation exposure
had conditions been different at
the time.

Figure I on page 3 compares 1991
performance with previous years.
It shows that violations peaked
in 1989, vlth no improvement over
last year.

Considering the size of the

Pickering station (eight units),
we do not think it is realistic
to expect violations to drop to
rero per year. However, we
believe there is room for
improvement. The area of
radiation protection is an
example. Our inspectors find
that plant workers are not always
as diligent as they should be in
posting radiation hazards. As a
result, other workers may
unknowingly be subjected to
higher radiation fields than they
realize, and therefore receive a
higher than necessary radiation
dose.

We think that Ontario Hydro must
continue Its effort to reduce the
number of violations. Several
efforts are underway through
programs such as the quality
improvement initiatives.
However, we cannot predict today,
the degree of success Ontario
Hydro may achieve from these
efforts.

• Station compliance vlth the
Physical Security Regulations

The Pickering station complied
with the Physical Security
Regulations throughout 1991. No
reports of breaches, threats or
acts of sabotage were made during
that period. Early In the year,
the AECB received an updated
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Security Report.

Ontario Hydro conducted two
drills Involving the Durham
Regional Police. These drills
tested the security equipment,
systems and procedures.
Observers found shortfalls during
the first drill. By the time of
the second drill, some of these
shortfalls were already fixed. A
Joint Pickering-Darlington-Durham
Regional Police working group is
looking at the rest of the
weaknesses as they were found
common to both the Pickering and
Darlington stations.

After delays, station management
made a commitment to complete
installation of a protected area
perimeter taut wire fence with
its supporting Security
Monitoring Room equipment by year
end. The target was met and the
new system has already shown to
be better than the old one.

Ontario Hydro has completed 10
out of 18 AECB outstanding
actions on security. The planned
actions for the remaining 8 items
were found acceptable.

PUBLIC KADIATIOB CONTROL

summer. This resulted from a
purge of the Unit 4 annulus gas
system to reduce carbon-14 levels
before retubing. Because of the
purge, the weekly noble gas
effluent release between July 8
to August 15 slightly exceeded
the station target of IX of the
Derived Emission Limits (DEL).
Also, carbon-14 releases were
higher than normal during this
period.

The annual average gaseous
emission via monitored pathways
for tritium, lodine-131,
particulates, noble gases and
carbon-14 were all less than IX
of the DEL for each group. Table
1 on page 5 shows the annual
average gaseous emissions via
monitored pathways:

The liquid effluent emissions for
tritium and for gross beta-gamma
were also less than IX of the
DEL. Table 2 on page 5 shows the
annual average liquid emissions
via monitored pathways:

Ve find the station effluent
emissions acceptable.

• Environmental Monitoring and
Population Dose

• Station Effluents

The Pickering NGS had no event
leading to a large unplanned
emission of radioactive material
in 1991. However, the station
had one planned emission in the

Ontario Hydro regularly measures
the concentration of radioactive
material in the environment
•round the Pickering NGS. It
uses this Information to assess
the radiation dose that people
living near the station get from
routine station releases.



Table 1

Caseous Emissions (X of DEL)

Gaseous
Emissions

Annual
Average

H-3

0.25

1-131

< 0.01

Partlc-
ulates

< 0.01

Hoble
Gas

0.48

C-14

< 0.13

Table 2

Liquid Emissions (X of BEL)

Liquid Emissions

Annual Average

Tritium

0.06

Cross Beta-Gamma

0-13



During 1991, Ontario Hydro
detected trace levels above
background of tritium in air,
rain and snow, in drinking water,
in milk and in local produce. It
also detected trace levels above
background of carbon-14 in fruit,
vegetables and milk from the
nearby area.

For a member of the critical
group, a six-month old child,
Ontario Hydro assessed the dose
to be 38 /iSv (micro-sleverts).
Also for the International
Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP) "reference
man", Ontario Hydro assessed the
dose to be 31 fiSv. These doses
are acceptable; they are,
respectively, 0.77Z and 0.62X of
the AECB legal limit of 5 mSv.

From all emissions, the assessed
total dose to the entire
population surrounding the
Pickering NGS is 1.4 person.Sv.
Although this appears to be high
compared to other nuclear power
stations in Canada, it does not
indicate poor station operation.
Rather, It is * reflection of the
large population around the
station resulting in more people
being available to receive a
dose. Given this fact, and that
the individual doses are well
below IX of the AECB legal limit,
we find the assessed total annual
dose to the surrounding
population to be acceptable.

• Dry Storage Modules (DSMs) and
Storage Area Monitoring

Ontario Hydro wants to continue
storing radioactive fuel channel
components from Units 1 to 4 in
the DSMs which are in an area of
the yard south of Pickering NGS-
B. In response to an AECB staff
request, Pickering NGS applied,
In August, 1991, for a separate
licence to do this. At year end,
AECB Wastes and Impacts Division
was reviewing the application.

At the end of 1991 the contact
gamma dose rate of six DSMs
continued to exceed the action
level of 25 /tSv/hr. Station
staff posted warning signs for
these modules. The maximum
reading was 290 /tSv/hr. The
loose contamination activity was
less than its 50 cpm per 100 cm2

action level. The yard drainage
beta-gamma activity was less than
Its 140 x 10"7 kBq action- level.
Also, the perimeter fence gamma
dose rate was less than its 2.5
pSv/hr action level. Our staff
considers these results to be
acceptable.

• Revised Derived Emission Liaits
(DELs)

In 1991, Ontario Hydro proposed
new DELs for Pickering NGS-A and
NGS-B based upon more recent
models and data. These new DELs
are lower for airborne noble gas,
iodine-131, and unidentified
particulates, and higher for



airborne tritium and carbon-14.
They are lower for vaterborne
carbon-14, and gross beta/gamma
activity, and higher for
vaterborne tritium.

We approved the revised DELs
early in 1992. For radionuclide
groups with a lover nev DEL, the
quantitative release targets used
for normal station operation vere
lowered proportionately. We did
not however, allow the higher new
DELs to result In Increased
releases. For radionucllde
groups in this category, the
release targets vere not changed.

IN STATION RADIATION CONTROL

• Radiation Control

No person received a dose in
excess of regulatory limits in
1991.

The total whole body dose for all
worker*, at both Pickering NGS-A
and NGS-B for 1991 was 5.95 Sv.
This Is a significant reduction
below the previous year's total
of 9.01 Sv. The Unit 3 retube
and rehabilitation work
contributed to the higher dose in
1990. Ontario Hydro finished the
bulk of the work before the end
of 1991.

Before start of the Unit 4 fuel
channel replacement program,
Ontario Hydro performed a
successful heat transport system
decontamination. This very much

reduced heat transport system
radiation fields. Ontario Hydro
expects this reduction combined
with experience gained from the
Unit 3 program to reduce doses
throughout the Unit 4 outage.

A summary of Pickering NGS-A and
Pickering NCS-B vhole body dose
distribution appears in Table 3
on page 8. Following this,
Figure II, on page 9, compares
1991 collective vhole body doses
vith previous years. It shows
lover external doses for 1991.

• Post-Accident Radiation
Monitoring System (PARKS)

Should an accident occur vith
fuel failures, there can be
radioactive releases from the
station, and radioactive
contamination spread vithin the
station. In 1988 Ontario Hydro
found many shortcomings in
station equipment and procedures
for both release monitoring and
for controlling the spread.
Pickering NGS staff initiated a
project to correct these
shortcomings. Although work has
finished on many parts of the
project, the schedule for
completing the rest has slipped
from December, 1991, to July,
1992. We are following this
project's progress to ensure
Pickering NGS management
maintains appropriate effort to
complete the work still
outstanding.



Table 3

Suaaary of Whole Body Dose Distribution for ECY
Period Ending in 1991

Dose in nSv

No dose

< 5

> 5 to 10

> 10 to 15

> 15 to 20

> 20 to 25

> 25 to 50

> 50

Number of Individuals

Pickering NGS-A*

1111

1251

288

60

2

: . . •

-

-

Pickering HGS-B

61

467

37

7

1

• • • • " • : . . " :

-

-

Total

1172

1718

325

67

3 , .

:

-

-

* Ontario Bydro staff reported under Pickering NGS-A,
doses foe thos« working on both stations.
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PERFORMANCE OF SPECIAL SAFETY
SYSTEMS

• Pickering HGS-A

The station has three special
safety systems for protection
from accidents. They are the
Shutdown System (SDS), the
Emergency Core Cooling System
(ECCS), and the Containment
System.

Ontario Hydro uses the actual
past unavailability to measure
the special safety systems
performance. Actual past
unavailability means the fraction
of time the system was not
available, due to the existence
of faults, to operate In
accordance with design
requirements.

During 1991, there were four
events resulting In actual past
unavailability of the special
safety systems. Three events
were for the Emergency Core
Cooling System (ECCS) and one
event was for the Containment
System.

Ontario Hydro also reported the
predicted future unavailability.
It is intended to indicate how
each of the special safety
systems is expected to perform in
the future. Ontario Hydro uses
the lifetime Pickering experience
and unavailability block models
to calculate predicted future
unavailability. As previously
reported, this process is not

rigorous enough and so the
accuracy of the predicted values
is uncertain.

The new unavailability analyses
using fault tree based models for
the special safety systems were
still not available In 1991.
They were in the final stage of
revision. According to Ontario
Hydro, these analyses will be
available for our review in 1992.
The fault tree based
unavailability model will then
replace the current block model
in calculating the predicted
future unavailability. We
believe that the new fault tree
based model will give better
predictions.

Shutdown Svstem (SDS)

The shutdown system reliability
was very good in 1991. Actual
past unavailability on all units
was zero. The predicted future
unavailability is 0.27 x 10"3

yr/yr. This is within the target
unavailability of 3.0 X 10~3

In 1991, Ontario Hydro completed
Installing the boiler feedline
low pressure trip instrumentation
for Units 1, 2 and 3. The trip
instrumentation will be installed
in Dnit 4 during the 1992 retube
outage and put into service
before the unit is returned to
service.
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Emergency Core Cooling System
(ECCS^

The actual past unavailability
for Unit 1 was 2.95 x 1CT3 yr/yr
while that for Units 2, 3 and 4
was 0.35 x 10"3 yr/yr.
The additional 2.6 x 10"3 yr/yr
actual past unavailability in
Unit 1 was due to the failure of
the calandria outlet valves.
These valves failed in the fully
open position and would not
respond to changes in the dump
port level «"~s£rol, Repair was
made to correct the fault.

The predicted future
unavailability was 3.5xlO"3

yr/yr. This is marginally higher
than the 3.0 x 10"3 target
unavailability.

Containment System

The containment system
reliability was very good in
1991. The actual past
unavailability for each unit was
0.26 x 10'3 yr/yr.

In 1991, Ontario Hydro completed
its assessment of the 1990 event,
IPRV Pulse Duration Controllers
not operating per Safety Report.
The assessment concluded that for
all accidents, the doses to the
public would remain below the
AECB limits.

On May 14, 1991, during a routine
test, one of the instrumented
pressure relief valvas (IPRVs)

opened unexpectedly and would not
fully reseat. Ontario Hydro
declared a level 2 impairment
when the vacuum building pressure
exceeded 17 kPa(a). The maximum
pressure reached in the vacuum
building was approximately 20
fcPa(a).

The IPRV failed to reseat because
its seat seal had become unbonded
from the seat groove. There are
12 pressure relief valves.
Ontario Hydro had replaced all of
the seat seals during the 1990
vacuum building outage. Since
the bond for one seal had failed,
Ontario Hydro decided to test the
bonds for the other 11 valves.
It found three more without
properly bonded seat seals. All
improperly bonded seals were
repaired and successfully tested.

An IPRV/PRV failing to reseat
could Increase radioactivity
released following a LOCA.
Ontario Hydro assessed the
effects and concluded that the
maximum dose to the public would
not exceed 68X of the Siting
Guide Limit. Based on this
analysis, we allowed continued
station operation while station
staff inspected and repaired the
IPRV/PRV seals.

We asked Ontario Hydro to provide
• report describing the causes of
the seal failures and any
recommendations to avoid future
occurrence. We also asked Ontario
Hydro for a proposal for future
testing and further research to
give assurance that the seals
will continue to neat their
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design intent. Ontario Hydro's
response to our requests is under
review.

The containment system predicted
future unavailability was 0.89 x
10"3 yr/yr. This is less than
the 3 x 10"3 yr/yr target
unavailability.

Pickering HGS-B

The station has four special
safety systems for protection
from accidents. They are
Shutdown System 1, Shutdown
System 2, the Emergency Core
Cooling System, and the
Containment System.

During 1991, no event resulted in
actual past unavailability of the
shutdown systems. However, three
events resulted in ECCS
unavailability and one event
resulted In containment
unavailability.

specifies tight operating margins
for temperature control. The
present analog trip meters are
hard to read to the desired
accuracy. Recognizing the need
for a more accurate meter,
Ontario Hydro started developing
a Heat Transport Temperature
Digital Trip Meter for Pickering
NCS-B. Be commend Ontario Hydro
for involving the AECB at an
early stage of the replacement
project process.

Shutdown System 2 (SDS2>

Shutdown system 2 reliability was
very good in 1991. The actual
past unavailability of SDS2 on
all units was zero.

The predicted future
unavailability was 0.315 x 10"3

yr/yr. This value was within the
unavailability target of 1.0 x
10-3 yr/yr.

Shutdown System 1 CSDS1')

Shutdown system 1 reliability was
very good in 1991. The actual
past unavailability of SDS1 on
all units was rero.

The system predicted future
unavailability was 0.85 x 10"3

yr/yr. This value was within the
unavailability target of 1.0 x
10-3 yr/yr.

The Pickering NGS-B Safety Report

Emergency Core Cooling System
(ECCS1

The actual past unavailability
for Units 5, 6 and 8 was 1.0 x
10"3 yr/yr. For Unit 7 the
actual past unavailability was
379.1 x 10'3 yr/yr.

Instrumented pressure relief
valve (IFRV) problems contributed
1.0 x 10"3 yr/yr unavailability
for Units 5, 6, 7 and 8. On June
2, 1991 and June 14, 1991, ZPRV3
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spuriously opened. This impaired
pressure sensing for the boiler
room high pressure trip and
pressure sensing for the ECCS
conditioning trip. This
impairment made the ECCS
unavailable for certain
accidents.

Note that the IFRV's belong to
the containment system and the
failure of a single containment
valve also Impaired ECCS. We see
this as a breakdown of the
principle of separation and
Independence between special
safety systems. Ve have asked
Ontario Hydro to provide details
of any reviews it has under way
to address this issue.

Unit 7's additional 378.1 x 10"3

yr/yr. actual past unavailability
was due to the boiler room hatch
found partially open. A one inch
gap along the width of the hatch
following a loss of coolant
accident in the north boiler room
would cause water to be diverted
to the north accessible area.
This had a potential to impair
the ECCS. The hatch was closed.

The predicted future
unavailability for each unit was
0.678 x 10"3 yr/yr. This Is
within the unavailability target.
Ontario Hydro continue to
calculate the value using a model
that we believe is not rigorous
enough. This, along with high
past unavailability and the
potential for crosslink failure
modes makes the accuracy of the
prediction uncertain.

Containment System

In 1991, the Containment System
reliability was very good. The
actual past unavailability for
each unit was 0.26 x 10'3 yr/yr.
This unavailability was due to
IFRV3 failing to reseat following
spurious openings.

The containment system predicted
future unavailability was 0.91 x
10'3 yr/yr. This is better than
the 4.35 x 10'3 yr/yr
unavailability predicted In 1990
and is within the unavailability
target of 1'.0 x 10~3 yr/yr.

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

• Station Operation

The capacity factors achieved in
1991 are in Table 4 on page 14.
Unit 3 was out of service for
most of 1991 for planned retubing
and rehabilitation. It was
returned to service August 14,
1991. Unit 4 was removed from
service August 15, 1991 for
retubing/rehabilitation. Its
return to service Is targeted for
March, 1993. Unit 5 was out of
service for one month on a
planned outage. It was out a
further two months late in 1991
for boiler tube inspections and
repairs following a boiler tube
leak.

Roth Pickering NGS-A and NGS-B
average capacity factors were
greater in 1991 than in 1990.
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Table 4

Pickering BGS Capacity Factors

Pickering
NGS-A

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Pickering
NGS-B

Unit 5

Unit 6

Unit 7

Unit 8

1991

55X

67X

• : 7 2 X ;•:

34X

47X

89X

63X

99X

94X

9 9 X • -; ••••:\:;

1990

39X

67X

65X

OX

Z3X

76X

86X

77X

77X

«6X

Lifetime

66X

«3X

60X

69X

«6X

85X

SIX

S5X

86X

87X

- - 1
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The smaller 1990 factors vere
mainly due to a Vacuum Building
outage vhlch Is done once every
10 years. The outage lasted 24
days In 1990 and required all
units to be shut down.

More reliable fuelling machine
operation allowed station staff
to keep the adjuster rods in the
core most of the time. This
meant more stable operation of
the Pickering reactors. This was
a major Improvement In station
operation in 1991. The 1990 Unit
2 flux tilt event ve reported
last year resulted from driving
adjuster rods out of the reactor
core and then driving them back
In again. The station did this
to compensate for lack of
refuelling due to fuelling
machine problems.

In 1991 both Pickering NGS-A and
NGS-B stations had boiler tube
leaks that required the shutdown
of the units affected. Dnit 5
shut down October 12, 1991, when
leakage of heat transport coolant
through a boiler tube in one of
its twelve boilers (Boiler 10)
approached the shutdown limit of
15 kg/hr. The boiler tube had
failed due to pitting corrosion.

Unit 3 also shut down on December
2, 1991, for a boiler tube leak.
Later examination showed that
fretting Induced the Unit 3 tube
failure. This was probably a
result of the lattice bars not
effectively holding the tube in
place. Ontario Hydro believes
the Unit 3 Incident was an
Isolated case as further

inspections shoved no other signs
of boiler tube flaws.

In 1991, zebra mussels showed up
for the first time in the
station. Station staff found the
mussels Inside a screen wash pump
in Pickering NGS-A and inside a
low pressure service water pump
well in Pickering NGS-B. Since
the station is using sodium
hypochlorite to control zebra
mussel build up, we do not
consider zebra mussels an
immediate threat to cause water
systems flow difficulties.

Lost time accidents have
decreased. Nineteen lost time
accidents occurred in 1991
compared to twenty seven in 1990.

• Housekeeping and Material
Condition

Ve saw a tidier Pickering NGS-A
station after the completion of
Unit 3 retublng/rehabilltation
and its return to full power
operation. In most of 1991, we
found less equipment, material,
and debris, taking plant floor
space in the Reactor Auxiliary
Bay (BAB) of Pickering NGS-A.
However, in the latter half of
1991, there vere again many
tritiated water drums in the RAB.
This was due to drumming
recovered water from the Reactor
Buildings. A lot of this water
came from Unit 2, which had
operated with a light water leak
in the boiler room for a long
time. This year (1992), we are
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seeing the results of the efforts
by station management to reduce
the number of these drums.

The station received our approval
to ship out vaste oil to the
Bruce disposal facility. 2,146
drums of contaminated vaste oil
were removed helping to reduce
the number of drums on alte.

We noticed Improvement In the
areas that the 1990 annual report
said were weak. Station staff
did a better job of identifying
drums for trltiated heavy water
and other containers. It used
fewer Improvised radiation and
conventional hazard signs. It
also inspected fire extinguishers
and fire hose cabinets more often
and moved closer to meeting the
required frequency. With the
arrival of new radiation
measuring instruments, ve found
more rubber stations and
interzonal boundaries had their
required contamination meters.
Ve also found interzonal doors
open less often. This was due to
Ontario Hydro making these doors
part of their routine checks and
fixing the doors that needed
repair. Ve reported poor
housekeeping during the Unit 3
rehabilitation. In response,
Ontario Hydro issued a Standard
of Cleanliness for the unit.
Since then, the station has
started to apply the standard to
other extended outages.

Station housekeeping and material
condition are improving and we
look forward to seeing the
changes in areas that are still

weak. For example, the state of
housekeeping in the Irradiated
Fuel Bay (IFB-A) at Pickering
NGS-A was unacceptable throughout
1991 (some improvements have
started in 1992). In Zone 2 and
3, we saw evidence of eating and
smoking In no eating and smoking
areas. Ve saw too much dirt and
grime on plant equipment and
material. For radiological
safety reasons, high radiation
hazard areas must be kept neat
and clean.

Ve have also noticed during
inspections that Ontario Hydro is
not very fast at cleaning up oil
and water spills in the Turbine
Building. Also, workers do not
always store items in their
designated laydown areas. These
are Important to prevent safety
hazards and build up of deposits
on surfaces. Ve have brought
these practices to the attention
of Ontario Hydro for action.

• Dry Storage Containers (DSCs)
and Storage Area

In May, 1991, Ontario Hydro
•ubmitted a letter of Intent to
build and operate a used fuel dry
storage facility consisting of
several hundred DSCs at Pickering
NGS. In August, 1991, It asked
for approval to begin building
the facility. Ontario Hydro
wants the facility operating by
1993 before space runs out in the
existing fuel bays.
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We notified the station manager
that he would need a separate
licence for the proposed
facility. The AECB Wastes and
Impacts Division in Ottawa vas
reviewing this application at
year end.

During 1991, Ontario Hydro
continued testing and developing
the proposal to store used fuel
in dry containers above ground.
The station currently «tores used
fuel in water-filled bays located
in the plant. The test program
at the Pickering NGS site
involves storing two concrete
integrated containers (CICs)
outdoors. Each container holds
384 bundles of spent fuel.
Station staff monitors the CICs
regularly for radiation levels,
surface contamination and seal
integrity. The staff reported no
unusual results during the year.
AECB staff approved extending the
test period for the CICs to late
1992. When the program Is
complete, the fuel will be
returned to the auxiliary
irradiated fuel bay (AIFB).

• Station Maintenance

The corrective maintenance
backlog continued high through
1991, especially In the
mechanical field. At year end a
total of 104,000 person hours of
work remained. However, Ontario
Hydro has stopped the backlog
growth and has put In an
effective means of measuring and
monitoring Its state. One reason

for past backlog growth was
maintenance on shutdown units was
allowed to take away from that
required for running units. A
requirement now in place is to
continue doing maintenance work
on all units even when other
units are shutdown.

Forty percent of all maintenance
work was done on preventative
activities. The target for 1991
was 50 percent.

The need for too much rework
continued in 1991 and station
management still had trouble
measuring and collecting
Information on this Issue. By
the end of the year, Ontario
Hydro applied a new indicator to
obtain better information. So
far the study of rework has shown
there are still specific areas
requiring more attention.

• AECB Staff Inspections

In the last quarter of 1990, we
started a new program for
routinely Inspecting the eight
plant units and surrounding
areas. We recorded areas needing
Improvement and sent our findings
to the station's shift supervisor
responsible for those areas. In
1991, shift supervisors responded
satisfactorily to 23 of 30
letters which contained these
findings.

91th our new Inspection program,
we are checking the plant more
often. Workers In the plant are
now more aware of us and we
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believe this has contributed to
better plant condition and
safety. For example, our staff
found problems vlth stack release
compliance monitors. After ve
reported this to station
management, station staff made
design improvements on these
monitors and now keep logs of
their operations. Our
inspections Inside the Reactor
Buildings have helped to ensure
the flovpath for High Pressure
Emergency Coolant Injection
(HPECI) recovery is not blocked
due to poor housekeeping. Ve
also found unposted areas with
greater than 25 pSv/hr gamma
fields and have reported this to
the responsible shift
supervisors. Because of our
routine inspections, station
staff are now doing a better job
of putting proper Identification
tags on plant equipment and
components.

year. Both Incidents resulted in
failures of the heat transport
pressure boundary. The first
Incident occurred June 7 on unit
3. A boiler Inlet valve gland
packing failed and released 15 Mg
of heat transport coolant to the
boiler room. The second incident
occurred December 17 on unit 1
when a maintainer incorrectly
loosened an in-service heat
transport gland filter flange
rather than the isolated bleed
filter. These events resulted in
significant releases of heat
transport coolant Inside
containment. Both were
considered potentially serious
since they may have required
initiation of the emergency core
cooling system had immediate
action not been taken, or had
plant conditions been different
at the time. Ontario Hydro has
undertaken measures to ensure
similar events do not occur in
future.

• Station Performance Measures

The tables In Appendix A show the
station performance measures.

• Pickering HGS-A Operation

Process Systems

There were no serious process
failures In 1991.

Two potentially serious process
failures occurred during the

Chemistry

Chemistry control at Pickering
NGS-A continued to improve
throughout 1991. In the last two
quarters of 1991, performance
indices met the station target of
90X. These measures were still
however below the NGD standard of
95X.

There remained several areas
where chemistry control still
needed improving. High
irradiated fuel bay conductivity
problems continued to recur.
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Chemistry control for the annulus
gas system vas below standard for
much of 1991. This vas due to
not meeting the NGD standards for
oxygen addition. To meet these
standards the station nseds
oxygen addition facilities.
Ontario Hydro Is In the process
of Installing these facilities.
Initially on Pickering NGS-B.
Boiler and feedvater systems
chemical performance Indices
declined largely due to the
shutdown and startup of units. In
addition, trouble In meeting the
boiler cation specifications had
a negative effect on boiler
chemistry.

Continued rehabilitation work in
the water treatment plant had a
noticeable positive effect on
chemical control. Also, in 1991,
the station improved compliance
with the feedwater oxygen
specifications.

Pickering HGS-A Large Scale Fuel
Channel Replacement Proiect

Unit 3 resumed operation during
the year following completion of
retube and rehabilitation vork
that began In June, 1989. The
unit achieved first critlcality
in May, 1991.

Unit 4 shut down in August, 1991,
for a scheduled 19-month retube
and rehabilitation outage.
Rehabilitation will Involve
extensive process and safety
system upgrade vork.

• Pickering BCS-B Operation

Process systems

There vere no serious process
failures in 1991.

A boiler tube leak occurred in
Unit 5 and this caused an
extended outage of the unit.

On October 12, 1991, Ontario
Hydro shut Unit 5 down when the
boiler tube leak rate approached
the 15 kg/hr shutdown limit.
Ontario Hydro performed a visual
and an eddy current Inspection of
the boiler tubes and found one
failed tube. Further inspection
of this tube and a few tubes
close to it «howed all had
notable outer vail loss. Ontario
Hydro decided to Inspect all
twelve boilers to determine the
extent of tube deterioration. Of
the 30,369 tubes inspected, staff
found 738 tubes vith vail loss
indications.

Metallurgical examinations of the
leaking tube suggest the presence
of pits caused by under deposit
corrosion. Destructive tests
consisting of hardness
neasurements and corrosion checks
shoved tube material Integrity
vas still acceptable.

Ontario Hydro has changed its
chemistry control for the turbine
steam system. It did this to
reduce the extent and rate of
under deposit pitting on boiler
tubes.
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The boilers are part of the
system for keeping reactor fuel
from getting too hot. Thus,
before allowing the unit to
restart, ve required Ontario
Hydro to do a review to see how
the plugged boiler tubes would
affect reactor safety. The
review showed that since only a
few tubes had been plugged, the
effect on reactor safety was
negligible. To ensure this,
Ontario Hydro started a program
to inspect thoroughly the boiler
tubes in Pickering NGS-B units.
We are content with the efforts
Ontario Hydro is making.

Chemistry

Chemistry control for Pickering
NGS-B improved in the final two
quarters of 1991. Performance
indices are now above the station
target. One noticeable area of
improvement was the irradiated
fuel bay.

Station staff had trouble meeting
the dissolved oxygen
specifications in the condensate
system. This was due to chronic
air leakage into the condensers.
Ontario Hydro has taken actions
to correct this problem and has
made progress.

Station staff adopted new
specifications for boiler
chemistry late in 1991. These
result in tighter control and
Ontario Hydro anticipates initial
difficulties in meeting the new
specifications. This may have a

negative effect on the overall
chemical performance index in
1992.

• Major Facility Additions

Pickering NGS received corporate
approval to initiate several
facility additions and
improvements, such as :

• a building for the storage of
new oils and chemicals;

• a service wing extension to
include shops, change rooms, a
new Emergency Operations Room,
and offices;

• a technical and administrative
support building;

• a building for reactor
maintenance training and
rehearsals, for storing
contaminated tools and
equipment, and for storing new
fuel;

• a central maintenance
facility;

• an inactive solid waste
handling facility.

Under the operating licences for
Pickering NGS-A and NGS-B, the
construction of each of these
•ust receive prior AECB approval.
Each of these must also be
screened in accordance with the
Federal Environmental Assessment
and Review process.
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STATION MANAGEMEHT

In November, 1991, we approved a
major reorganization of the
Pickering station management,
replacing the Production Manager
and Technical Manager positions
vith five positions. The nev
organization has three production
managers and two technical
managers. We have also approved
all appointments to the nev
positions.

The prime objective for the
changes vas to narrow the
manager's focus to allow
increased attention to Improving
performance in operations and
maintenance. We believe this is
a good change. It is our view
that under the previous
arrangement the area of
responsibility of each Manager
was too broad and did not allow
adequate managerial attention to
key areas.

The Station Manager and new
managers are showing a strong
commicment toward Improved
performance in all aspects of
plant operation. We have already
seen some signs of Improvement
because of the reorganization.
Favourable results have been
evident In the first quarter of
1992.

The managers are currently using
the Quality Improvement Program
(QIP) and its processes for
initiating change and
improvement. We believe that
reliance on this Is suitable for

the short term. However, the
attitude on the "shop floor",
both supervisory and employee,
must change to improve motivation
and work quality. We think
station staff need more changes
In people management (use of
participative leadership
techniques) to bring thlf about
in the long term. The managers
believe that the evolution of
quality Improvement down to the
supervisor level will lead to
this attltudlnal/cultural change.

During 1991, the number of
violations of the operating
licences and the AEC Regulations
remained about the same as in
1990. We believe improvement is
possible and necessary,
especially In the area of
radiation protection
requirements. In our view,
continued diligence by station
management and a program of
keeping the staff aware of
requirements are a necessary part
of minimizing Infractions.

Ve consider that station
management responded
appropriately to events of safety
significance in 1991. Since the
reorganization, we have observed
a more focused effort by station
management toward improving the
safety culture in station
operation. We believe that if
this effort continues, it will
result in further improvements in
the operational safety of the
reactors.
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The training program at the
Pickering NGS resulted In 4
Ontario Hydro employees becoming
AECB authorized to hold key
operating positions. During the
year, 75 Ontario Hydro employees
wrote AECB qualification
examinations and 68 were
successful.

The station training program must
meet the demands and requirements
for a newly structured field
operator organization. Pickering
NGS staff reviewed the training
material and its structure to see
if it was appropriate. The staff
found the material was out of
date, incomplete in some subjects
and not suitably arranged for
effective delivery. The training
department and seconded station
staff worked effectively to
correct these deficiencies.
Field operator training material
and delivery rate for the
Pickering NGS-B plant «re now
significantly advanced. The
material development for
Pickering NGS-A, although
following its sister plant's
structure, is behind due to
resource constraints. However,
clearing of the large backlog of
field operator training did get
underway by the end of the year.

We reported, for 1990, that a
significant backlog of training
existed in the training required
for maintenance staff. Pickering
NGS has reduced the backlog for
Control and Mechanical

Maintenance by 24 percent.

Ve identified in our annual
report for 1990 that AECB
licensed operating staff was not
getting simulator testing during
its refresher training. Ve
requested this aspect of the
program be implemented. In early
1992, Pickering NGS started this
simulator testing on a regular
basis.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE CAPABILITY

• Emergency Radiation Procedures

Both Pickering NGS and AECB staff
were not satisfied with past
radiation emergency drills. As a
result, station staff issued for
our approval, a revised copy of
the Pickering NGS Radiation
Protection Procedures #5 (RFF5)
and Its supporting training
•anual. Ve gave Interim approval
so that the new procedure could
be used to show that no further
problems existed. In 1991,
Pickering NGS completed two
drills using the new procedures.
AECB observers monitored the
November drill and forwarded our
findings to Ontario Hydro for
action. Ve emphasized in our
report that plant staff required
further training and exercises.

Because of the findings during
the 1991 drills, some further
changes to the procedure are
required prior to us granting
final approval. However, it is
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our overall conclusion that the
nev procedure has overcome many
deficiencies found previously.

• Emergency Operating Procedures
(EOPs)

In 1990, Pickering NGS provided
its schedule to complete
revisions of operating procedures
dealing with emergencies and
abnormal Incidents. All
scheduled targets for 1991 were
met.

Pickering NGS issued a procedure
for managing the development and
ongoing maintenance of EOPs. Two
generic procedures dealing with
large power reductions (e.g.
reactor trips) and the monitoring
and restoring of Critical Safety
Parameters (CSP's) were issued.
Pickering NGS also Issued three
other key procedures dealing with
incidents that threaten reactor
fuel cooling. All of the
procedures issued bad supporting
training manuals that provided
the technical basis and rationale
for each operation.

AECB project office staff has
several questions on the new
procedures and believes some
changes may be appropriate in
order to achieve further
Improvement. Be plan more review
and talks with Pickering NGS
staff about this Issue.

At present, all other procedural
changes appear to be on time.

• Emergency Fire Fighting and
Rescue

In response to our comments on
the Ontario Hydro NGS fire
fighting capabilities, Ontario
Hydro has initiated three major
Initiatives:

• Nuclear Generating Division
(NGD) Policy 132, "Fire
Prevention and Protection
Program for NGD Facilities",

• station fire risk assessments,
and

• « Quality Improvement Program
(QIP) fire and rescue program.

These initiatives will result in
a new fire fighting program at
the Pickering NGS. We expect to
see significant improvement in
fire fighting and rescue
performance when the new program
Is In place. The program has
several parts. Almost half will
be completed by the end of 1992
and the rest by the end of 1993.
Ontario Hydro has set up a
schedule of full scale exercises
for the various nuclear stations.
With the present schedule, we
will not be able to audit such an
exercise at the Pickering NGS
until 1995.

Be think 1995 Is too long to wait
to evaluate the fire protection.
As a result, we are hiring a
consultant to review fire
protection at Pickering NGS and
advise us on Its adequacy over
the Interim period.



m Emergency Exercises and Drills

Crev Radiation Emergency
Practices

The shift crews did all practices
scheduled for 1991. There were
34 drills for 1991 compared to 31
for 1990.

Crew Se-tsmjc Emergency Practices

Three of the five shift crews on
Pickering NGS-B held their two
scheduled seismic emergency
practices for 1991. One crew
held only one practice while the
another had no practices. The
station staff uses a call up
system to remind the crews to do
their seismic emergency
practices. In 1991. the staff
switched from a paper call up
system to an electronic call up
system. Some of the crews missed
their practices due to teething
problems with the new system.

Radiation Emergency
Exercises

Pickering NGS held two full scale
radiation emergency drills In
1991. It had one drill on
November 16, and the other on
November 30. The Station
Management Group participated in
both drills. The Ontario Hydro
Emergency Operations Centre
convened for the second drill

only. In both exercises, the
Nuclear Operations Standards
Division staff role played for
the Municipal Operations Centre's
duties. Our staff observed and
evaluated the November 30th
drill.

As in the past, our staff found
areas with poor performance. We
forwarded our recommendations to
Ontario Hydro. These
recommendations called for
improvements in:

• the procedures,
• equipment,
• training, and
• scenario simulation and

control.

Station Ffr» Emergency Exercises

There were 2 joint Pickering NGS-
Pickering Fire Department fire
drills held in 1991.

On September 3, 1991, a fire
occurred at a flange in the
generator seal oil system on Unit
2. Pickering NGS fire fighters,
along with local Pickering Fire
Department fire fighters, ensured
containment of the fire until it
burned itself out.
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SAFETY EVALUATION AHD DESIGN
CHANGES

• Snail Break Loss of Coolant
Accident (LDCA) Safety Analysis
Dpdate

The updated safety analysis for
Pickering NGS-B shows that backup
trips do not fully cover some
small LOCA situations.

Backup trips do not cover all
break sizes for in-core lOCAs
when both the moderator poison
concentration and reactor pover
are high. These conditions occur
when starting up a reactor after
a long shutdown. Ontario Hydro
has solved this problem by using
special startup limits on
moderator-coolant isotopic purity
difference and on power level.

When reactor power is higher than
80X, backup trips do not cover
out-of-core leaks in the range 45
to 80 kg/s. Ontario Hydro has
not found a practical way to
cover this window In backup trip
coverage.

• Changes Resulting fro* Fuel
Handling Accident Analysis

Ontario Hydro submitted for the
first time, detailed analysis of
fuel handling system failures.
The analysis shoved that
radioactivity releases following
off reactor fuelling machine

accidents will not exceed the
prescribed release limit. To
show this, analysts take credit
for the reactor building pathways
closing tight. They call this a
reactor building box-up and they
credit a certain level for a
setpoint that initiates the box-
up. In the new analysis, they
found they had to credit a box-up
setpoint level that was 5OX lower
than the level being used. We
gave approval to lower Reactor
Building Box-up Setpoints on high
activity from 3500 cps to 1750
cps.

The accident analysis also looked
Into a loss of cooling to fuel
bundles held up in the fuel
transfer mechanism or the
elevator. It was found that too
much iodine would come out of the
spent fuel bay water during such
events. The analysis showed
adequate protection if the pH
level of the irradiated fuel bay
water is raised within 7 hours of
losing cooling to the fuel
bundles. Pickering NGS has
issued procedures to cover this
situation.

• Heat Transport Iodine Limits

Ontario Hydro did a review of the
heat transport (HT) system iodine
shutdown limit. The new analysis
looked at the combined effect of
iodine and boiler tube leaks at
their shutdown limits when a
reactor trip occurs.
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Radioactive Iodine is present in
the fuel sheaths. Due to minor
fuel defects, the unit normally
operates vlth a steady iodine
concentration in the BT coolant.
Following a reactor trip, the
fuel temperature drops below the
coolant's saturation temperature.
When this happens, coolant enters
the fuel sheath through the
defects and flushes more iodine
out Into the HT system. Should
boiler tube leaks be present at
the time, this results in the
release of radioactive iodine
into the secondary side and
subsequently to the environment.
The old shutdown limits did not
allow for this increase. As a
result, new operating limits were
implemented.

• Environment Qualification (EQ)
Program

This area had limited activity
during 1991. Ontario Hydro has
approved an extensive program for
all Ontario Hydro in-service
nuclear stations, including
Pickering NCS and has released
funds for the Preliminary
Engineering Phase.

Pickering NGS did a review of the
current EQ status. It found that
for the interin, improvement vas
needed on the qualification of
field junction boxes containing
wiring circuits for safety
systems. From the results of the
review, the station developed a
plan in 1991 and issued it for
use.

• Pressure Relief Duct (PKD) -
Expansion Joint Seals

The Pressure Relief Duct (PRD)
serves all eight reactor
buildings. It is a large
reinforced concrete duct,
rectangular in shape, that runs
the length of the station about
21 meters above ground level. It
is a part of the containment
boundary and connects the reactor
buildings to the vacuum building.

To allow movement of the PRD due
to outside temperature changes
and other effects, there are
several expansion joints along
its length. In addition, there
are joints at the connections
between the PRD and the reactor
buildings.

The joints are sealed with a 5
millimetre sheet of rubber
composite material inside the
duct. The seals are part of the
containment boundary, so failure
of a seal means that radioactive
material inside the duct can
escape to the outside.

Today, the design does not allow
for individual seal testing.
Ontario Hydro can test the seals
to their design pressure only as
part of a PRD test. This is done
once every ten years as all
reactors must be shut down to do
a PRD test.

In 1990, during a test of the
PRD, two expansion joint seals
failed when the pressure reached
56X of the design value. All the
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seals were replaced vlth new
seals made of a polyester-rubber
composite material.

We believe that the new teal
material provides reliable
protection for the short term.
However, the 1990 failures,
combined with other
unsatisfactory past performance,
convinced us that the leal design
must be reezamined and changes
made. The new seal arrangement
should be analyzable, testable to
design pressure during reactor
operation, and must conform to
accepted engineering standards.
Therefore, we asked Ontario Hydro
to design a new seal arrangement.

In 1991 Ontario Hydro submitted a
proposal that adds a second
rubber type seal outside the
duct. This added seal allows
full pressure testing of the
Internal seal during reactor
operation. However, it Is not
designed leak tight enough to
function as a second containment
barrier. We told Ontario Hydro
that the proposal did not meet
our requirements. Ontario Hydro
replied it would try to Install
the outside seal to meet
containment standards, but In
parallel do engineering work to
install a second seal inside the
duct (as a backup to the external
seal proposal). This proposal Is
an improvement, but Ontario Hydro
has not yet demonstrated that it
will address our predictability
requirement.

• Boiler Emergency Cooling System
(BECS) Status

In August 1990, Ontario Hydro
informed us of a potential
problem with the BECS on all
units. When initiated, the BECS
could cause a severe waterhammer
transient in the BECS/reheater
drains piping systems.
Thermalhydraulic and piping
stress analysis showed potential
transient loading conditions
could result in high bending
stresses on the pipes. These
stresses were highest at the
piping nozzle connections to the
boilers. Here, predicted
stresses exceeded the yield point
of the piping material.

As an interim measure, Ontario
Hydro lowered the BECS minimum
allowable tank pressure from 625
kPa(a) to 230 kPa(a) and water
level from 2.2m to 1.35m. It did
this to ensure piping stresses
will remain at an acceptable
level. With these new levels,
analysis showed the ability to
remove reactor decay heat and
heat transport pump heat for at
least 15 minutes. This allows
enough time to bring the shutdown
cooling system on line at
elevated temperatures.

The BECS on all units continued
to operate In this temporary
state during 1991, awaiting full
redesign and implementation of a
new system. Ontario Hydro
expects to submit to us a
proposal for changes during 1992.
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• Steam Line Failures Outside
Reactor Building Design Change
Status

Following a steam or feedwater
system break in the main
powerhouse, air In the building
vould be very hot, vet, and at a
high pressure. As a result, the
Special Safety Shutdown Systems,
Containment, and Heat Sinks may
not work properly. In July,
1984, we asked Ontario Hydro to
review the Impact of steam line
failures in Pickering NGS-A and
NGS-B. This resulted in plans
for major changes to the station.
The changes included:

• reinforcing the structure of
the south wall in the
powerhouse,

• providing an emergency steam
venting system in the
powerhouse,

• improving protection for
Important electrical
equipment,

• providing additional control
room protection,

• providing heat sink
capability, and

• adding pipe restraints.

Ve have seen delays in the
schedules. With the exception of
the heat sink capability,
Pickering NGS-A changes are
scheduled to be completed by the
end of 1992. All changes for
Pickering NGS-A and NGS-B are
scheduled to be completed by the
end of 1993.

• Pickering HGS-A

Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA')
and Failure to Shut Down

Following the accident at
Chernobyl In 1986, we reviewed
the event to see if there were
any implications for the safety
of CANDU nuclear reactors. One
of our recommendations called for
another look at the safety of the
Pickering NGS-A reactors for
accidents where a process failure
(such as a pipe break) occurs and
the reactor does not shut down.
In response, Ontario Hydro sent
us a new analysis showing what
would happen upon a large LOCA
and failure to shut down. Ve
found several significant
weaknesses in the analysis and
decided that the issue could not
be settled by just doing more
analysis. He asked Ontario Hydro
to Investigate ways of improving
the existing shutdown capability
and inform us of the results. In
January, 1990, Ontario Hydro gave
us a proposal that vould provide
two shutdown systems. However,
they vould not be fully
independent from each other and
only one vould protect against a
large LOCA.

Be concluded that other
possibilities had not been
studied enough and so ve asked
Ontario Hydro to do more
investigation. As a result,
another design Idea called
Vertical Liquid Injection
Shutdown System (VLISS) was
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Identified as a possibility. The
advantage of this design Is Its
ability to protect against a
large LOCA. If Installed, there
would be tvo systems (the
existing one and the new one)
giving full protection against
any accident. However, Ontario
Hydro said It needed to do more
work to confirm the design is
practical. At our request,
Ontario Hydro began a feasibility
study.

In January, 1992, ve received the
study results. It concluded that
a VLISS can be built, but there
are many problems to solve before
installation can start and the
system can be placed into
service. Ontario Hydro believes
that some of these problems
cannot be fully solved. It says
this will result in more complex
operation and may decrease plant
safety in some areas. This would
at least partly offset the safety
gained from a second shutdown
system.

Instead of VLISS, Ontario Hydro
proposed another way of Improving
shutdown capability called
Neutronic Enhancement (NE). This
design is much simpler than VLISS
and Improves the reliability of
the existing shutdown system.
However, it does not provide a
second shutdown system as VLISS
would.

At present, we are reviewing
Ontario Hydro's proposal and
intend to bring the issue of
shutdown system enhancement
before Che AEC8 Board in 1992 for

a decision.

Rupture Panel System (RPS1

The station needed better control
cf releases from containment
following a LOCA in any one of
the Pickering NGS-A units. In
March, 1987, the AECB instructed
Ontario Hydro to install pressure
relief panels in all Pickering
NGS-A units by the «nd of 1990.
This, along with other changes,
would increase the time before
controlled releases of
radioactive material from
containment would be necessary.
The last RPS was Installed in
May, 1991. This fulfilled the
obligations the Board placed on
the Pickering NGS.

Dnlt 2 Flux Tilt Event

After investigating the Unit 2
flux tilt event of 1990, Ontario
Hydro determined that operating
without adjuster rods AA5 and
AA14 would help prevent
recurrence of the event. Thus,
Ontario Hydro propoaed converting
all Pickering NGS-A units from an
8-adjuster-rod core design to a
6-adjuster-rod core design by
locking adjuster rods AA5 and
AA14 permanently out of the core
and eventually removing them out
of the core altogether. AECB
staff approved this change.

This and other laproveaents in
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training and procedures played an
important role In correcting the
shortcomings that led to the flux
tilt event.

Calandrla Vault Corrosion

Ontario Hydro is taking
appropriate actions to address
the corrosion of calandria
components. The problem Is due
to nitric acid formed from
atmospheric nitrogen combining
with moisture under high
radiation fields.

Corrective actions taken Include
Installing corrosion monitoring
equipment in Dnlts 1 & 4. They
also include establishing
procedures to handle paths
through which moisture leaked
into the vault. This water came
from both the biological shield
cooling system and the boiler
room. Commissioning of vault
drying equipment in all units Is
to be completed In May 1992.

Ontario Hydro continued its
ongoing monitoring of structural
components in the vaults. It
also did thickness and visual
inspections of the dump tank legs
and the ring thermal shield
supports. It found that the
structural Integrity of these
supports remained within
specifications. However, as a
precaution, the station has now
installed new ion chamber
supports In all units.

Pickering NGS-A Fuel Bundle Power
Limits

Pickering NGL1 staff requested in
December, 1990, that the licence
condition limiting the bundle
power to 70S Kw in Unit 3 be
changed to 750 Kw, the same as
for Units 1,2 and 4.

The Board approved this request
based upon the safety analysis
submitted for the restart of Unit
3, and for the 6-adjuster-rod
core design.

• Pickering BGS-B

Mercury Wetted Relays CMWRs')

Mercury wetted relays were
falling too often in the Special
Safety Systems at Pickering NGS-
B. In 1989, Ontario Hydro
Initiated a project to replace
existing MwRs with a new tin
doped version which it believes
will not stick. Currently, the
station has replaced all SDS1
MWRs and SDS2 critical component
MWRs. Other MWRs in SDS2 and in
the containment system will be
replaced as failures occur.

Ontario Hydro also has a program
to find an acceptable replacement
dry-contact relay. It has found
a relay that would work for SDS1
rod clutch circuits. The pins of
this relay are not however
compatible with the existing
relay sockets. Ontario Hydro
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would have to design an Interface
before making these relay
replacements. For this reason,
the station decided to stick vlth
the existing tin doped MWRs as
long as they work. It will also
continue to look for a more
suitable replacement.

Table 5 on page 32 summarizes the
experience with unsafe failures
of MffRs In the four Special
Safety Systems. The results show
acceptable 1991 performance.
Only 1 of the 3 failures for 1991
was a tin doped relay. Since the
replacement program began, 2 tin
doped relays have failed.

Moderator low Level Trio

Ontario Hydro committed another
reactor trip parameter on SDS1
and SDS2 to provide more reactor
protection for accidents
involving loss of moderator
fluid. In 1991, Ontario Hydro
completed a value/Impact
assessment of this change and
concluded that the costs of
installation significantly
outweigh safety benefits.
Ontario Hydro has requested our
agreement to drop the change.

Our review has focused on the
applicability of a value/impact
assessment for such changes. We
expect to make a decision on this
issue during 1992.

QUALITY ASSUEAHCE

• Audits and Appraisals

Health Physics

In January, 1991, we assessed the
station Health Physics Section's
control of radiological work. We
looked at the section's
organization and procedures, and
how the section Interacted with
other station groups. We also
looked at how the Health Physics
section plans, reviews, assesses
and approves radiological work,
particularly high hazard
radiological work. To complete
our assessment, we checked how
effective the Health Physics
Section's routine assessments
were, and how the section
enforces the ALAKA principle. We
found both strengths and
weaknesses. We reported them to
Pickering NGS along vlth 15
recommendations for Improvement.
The station agreed to most of the
recommendations and we are
satisfied with the proposed
strategy and schedule for
carrying them out.

In April, 1991, AECB staff from
the Compliance and Laboratory
Division audited Pickering NGS
for compliance with Its
radioisotope licence. The audit
identified radioisotope licence
violations and violations of
Section 18 of the Atomic Energy
Control Regulations. Our staff
agrees with the actions Ontario
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Table 5

Failures of Mercury-Wetted Jtolays
Special Sif-t;- Sy«t

SDS1

SDS2

Containment

ECCS

Total

1983 - 1988

8

23

1

42

1989

3

12

5

0

20

In Pickering VGS-B
«m»

1990

X

0

S

0

4

1991

0

0

3

0

3

Total

12

22

34

1

" 1
1
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Hydro Is taking to prevent
recurrences.

In 1991, Pickering NGS
management, in concert vith CUFE
Local 1000, contracted an outside
consultant to audit in detail the
station's thermoluminescent
dosimetry program. The
consultant found both strengths
and weaknesses, Overall however,
the Pickering NGS program met
current requirements for
measuring, assessing and
assigning doses. Station staff
is looking at ways to correct the
27 identified weaknesses.

Operations and Maintenance System
Surveillance Program

During 1991, Ontario Hydro formed
a work group to review the status
of the program and find changes
to improve program
Implementation. By the end of
the year, almost 55X of the
technical units were successful
in having the program In place as
designed. The other technical
units had difficulties applying
the program. By revising the
station administrative procedure,
station staff clarified the
concept of what the program
entails and how it Is to be
implemented. Further
implementation continues and to
accomplish this, each technical
unit has appointed a facilitator.
By the end of 1992, station staff
will review the state of this
program in all technical units.

To date, we have observed some

degree of program success. Our
audits, inspections, and
monitoring of station operation
show the station still needs a
more effective program for
predicting and preventing
component failures. For example,
a boiler tube leak occurred in a
Unit 5 boiler. Further
investigation revealed that
extensive corrosion pitting had
occurred on many boiler tubes in
all twelve boilers. Ontario
Hydro was not aware of this
corrosion problem before the
event. Also, the Unit 2
electrical generator experienced
a serious hydrogen gas fire. The
gas leaked out at a pipe flange
where the gasket material failed
to stay In place.

Technical resource constraints
and staff Inexperience hampered
complete implementation of the
System Surveillance program.
Usually station staff assignment
deals mainly with serious
breakdowns and unit outages.
Obtaining suitable capability to
predict failures, and Instill
changes to maintenance practices
and schedules, continues to be a
struggle for the station.

In 1991. Pickering NGS issued a
revised procedure for controlling
station design changes. The
station streamlined the process
and imposed more rigid control of
timing for the issue of design
and operating documents. It did
this to ensure drawings, wiring
diagrams, design descriptions,
and operating procedures were up
to-date with actual changes made
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to the plant. To date, there are
only a few performance Indicators
available to get a measure of
this activity. Compared to the
previous year however, there vas
evidence of more operating
procedures and design documents
that were current in 1991.

• Quality Improvement Program
(QIP)

The Pickering station entered the
third year of its QIP program and
during 1991 we have seen evidence
of positive results. Workers did
their jobs more safely resulting
in less time lost due to
accidents. Station staff both
kept the plant tidier and its
equipment in better condition.
Ontario Hydro organized its
operation better and improved
staff training. There was better
control of chemistry and better
control of keeping procedures
current, design documents
current, and the plant in good
working condition. The number of
remaining actions from both us
and audits decreased and the
number of events that could
affect plant safety got smaller.

The station, however, did not
meet some of its own targets.
For example, unavailability for
the Unit 7 Pickering NGS-B
Emergency Coolant Injection
System was too high. The state
of plant repair, the care of
materials and the tidiness of the
station were better but still
below target. Also, normal work

place safety and internal
radiation dose control needed
improving.

During 1991, Ontario Hydro
developed new performance
measuring indicators and changed
some existing ones that no longer
had meaning. This, along with a
strong management commitment to
all QIP initiatives, resulted in
better operation. Pickering is
now more aware of problems and
their magnitudes, resulting in
more focused priorities. The
degree of progress is evident
(although not as fast as we
wished) and the picture is
clearer. The plans for 1992 are
now more meaningful and should
tend towards success.

The QIP teams did not use a
consistent process and so had
varied results. Team mandates
were not always clear, leaders
were not always assigned, and
support was not always available,
The station management recently
obtained a proven process and has
scheduled training for the teams.

SAFEGUARDS

Throughout 1991, Ontario Hydro
complied with Condition A.A.16 of
the operating licences dealing
with the peaceful use of nuclear
material.
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CONCLUSIONS

Last year we concluded that
station operation must be
improved. In 1991 improvement
did occur. However, the extent
and rate of change vas not to the
expectation of either the AECB or
Ontario Hydro. Considerable
improvement is still needed
before a level of operation which
we judge as fully satisfactory is
achieved.

Examples of areas where
improvement occurred:

• Availability of Special Safety
Systems

• Reduction of the station
external dose

• Reorganization of station
management to improve focus

• Station chemistry

• Housekeeping and material
condition

• Fuel handling capability

• Training of operators and
maintenance staff

• Compliance with operating
licences

• System surveillance program

• Station maintenance

• Environmental qualification

• Radiation emergency response

• Fire and rescue emergency
response

• Limited capability to predict
and prevent equipment failures
such as the boiler tube failure
on Unit 5

Although we observed improvements
in a number of areas, Ontario
Hydro failed to meet a number of
their expectations.
Nevertheless, it is our view that
station performance has improved
in 1991. With continued
commitment to the QIP by the
station management, we expect
further improvement in 1992.

Examples of areas where we
consider improvement is required
but little change occurred in
1991:
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APPENDIX A
PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Station Performance Measures

oject Office Staff has rated
each Station Performance Measure.

In the tables that follow, the
notation used is:

• A denotes acceptable,
• NI denotes needs Improvement,
• UK. denotes under review, and
• -- denotes Information

unavailable or no comments.
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Table A-1

Measures of Pickering BGS-A Performance
Radiation Control

Occupational Dose*

Total whole body dose
(person-Sv)

Total extremity dose
(person-Sv)

Total neutron dose
(person-Sv)

No. of exposure
> regulatory limits

No. of whole body exposure
> 20 mSv

Release fro» Che Station

Ko. of times IX DEL target
exceeded (weekly basis)

Airborne tritium

Airborne noble gas

Airborne iodine-131

Airborne particulates

1991 1990 AECB
Sating

4.73 7.88

11,41 23.96

0.05 0.047

0 0

0 46

0 0

1 1

0 0

0 0

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A
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So. of tines IX DEL target
exceeded (weekly basis)

(confd)

Airborne carbon-14

Water borne tritium

Vaterborne gross beta activity

Average % DEL for the year

Airborne tritium

Airborne noble gas

Airborne iodine-131

Airborne particulates

Airborne carbon-14

Vaterborne tritium

Vaterborne gross beta activity

: Public Dose
(Pickering NGS-A and HGS-B)

Estimated dosa to critical group
C/tSv)

Inf«t

Adult

Estimated population dose
(person . Sv)

1991

0

0

0

1990

0

0

0

AECB
Rating

A

A

A

0.25

0.48

< 0.01

< 0.01

0.13

0.06

0.13

36.3

30.9

1.40

0.23

0.37

0.01

< 0.01

0.11

0.G5

0.15

44.5

35.3

1.45

A

A

A

A

A

' 1• 1I

A

A

A
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Environmental Measurements
(Pickering NGS-A and HCS-B)

Average boundary dose rate
external (nGy/hour)

Average boundary tritium in air
(Bq/rn3)

Average boundary tritium
concentration in precipitation
(Bq/L) ;::::,;;';y

:;-:̂::./

Average boundary gross beta in
precipitation and dry deposition
(average of all measurement
sites)
(Bq/mz/iaonth)

Average tritium in milk (Bq/L)

Average C-14 in milk
(Bq/kg carbon)

Average 1-131 in «ilk (Bq/L)

Average tritium In drinking
vater at the Ajax water supply
plant <Bq/L)

Average gross beta in drinking
water at the Ajax water supply
plant (Bq/L)

1991

43.4

14

1370

27.8

«1

380

< 0.14

19

0.12

1990

43.9

17

1330

24.5

63

442

< 0.15

19

0.13

AECB
Rating

• " • ; • > •

A

A

A

A

A

A

* 1
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Note:

Doses for those working on both stations are reported under
Pickering NCS-A.
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Table A-2

Measure* of Pickering BGS-A ïerfor
Fiant Control

No. of reportable events

No. of reportable events where human
error vas a significant contributing
f a c t o r • ' • • • • • • . • • . : - . . • • . . •'.•.. . . • • : . •

No. of violations of licence and AEC
Regulations

No. of serious process failures

No. of reactor trips

Percentage of safety system tests
completed

Shutdown system

EC IS

Containment

Forced Outages

Unit 1

0nlt 2

Dnit 3

1991

27*

13*

12*

0

9

100

100

100

2

1

1

•race

1990

26*

14*

13*

0

«

< 100

< 100

100

3

0

AECB
Rating

OR

US.

DR

A

OR

,.". .-vA :: .;•

• • • • . - • . • • • A • ;

• - • : • * • / . : :

•-; ,;:
;:nR ' ;..,;<

A \. ;

:•:•: - A .. ' ••
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Forced Outages
(cont'd)

Unit 4

1991 1992 AECB 1
Rating 1

0 0 A 1

Kc-e:

* Includes events for Pickering NGS-A only and events common to
both Pickering NGS-A and NGS-B.
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Keasures of
Special Safety

SDS

Containment :

ECIS

Onltl

Unit*

Hnit3

Cnlt4

Each
0nit

Cnitl

0nlt2

0nlt3

Unlt4

SDS

Containment

Each
Unit

Each
Unit

Table A-3

Picker Ing HGS-A Performance
Syatea Unavailability ( x 10*

Actual Fast

1991

0 '•• v 7

0 ": :V- •

• 0 • . . • • • , :

0

0.26

2,95

0.35

0.35

0.35

1990

o.ae

• • • r 0 - , - . . . y -

0

340

400

0

—

920

Predicted
Future

1991

0.36

0.89

1990

0.27

4.39

s

AECB
Rating

7 -:A ' •::

" - A .':• :

A

= A : . •:;

A . ."•

' * : : ' • : . ;

•A J;

A 1A I

A • 1

:A
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ECIS Each
Unit

Predicted
Future
(cont'd)

1991 1990

AECB
Eating

3.5 3.5 RI
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Table A-4

Measures of Pickering HGS-A Performance
Fiant Xaintenance and Administration

Documentation

Operation memos
(for Units 1 - fl)

No. In effect at year end

No. in effect for > 6 months

Jumper records <for 0nits 1 - 4)

No. of operational jumpers in effect
at year end

Call-ups outstanding at year end (for
Units 1 - 4 )

Special Safety Systems

Safety Related Sapport Systems

No. of Deficiency Reports at year end
(for Units 1 - 4)

Special Safety Systems

Safety Related Support Systems

1991 1990 AECB
Rating

115

39*

106

32

NX

267" 385 NI

2

54

76

142

A :. ••;

NI

122

Z9V*

744

2710

DR

DR 1
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Notes:

* The values given Apply to both Pickering NGS-A and KGS-B.
** Includes jumpers for Units 1-4, Unit 18, Unit 014, Unit 018.

Here, Unit 18 denotes the jumpers are common to Units 1,2,..,8;
Unit 014 denotes the jumpers are common to Units 0,1,..,4;
Unit 018 denotes the jumpers are common to Units 0,1,..,8.

+ Includes both safety support and standby safety support systems.
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Xabla A-5

Measures of Pickering HGS-A rerforaance
Licensing

• • • • - ' • • • : - . - • ' :

AECB Action Items

No. of Action Items outstanding at
year end

No. of Action Items introduced
during the year

No. of Action Item responses
submitted for AECB review :

No. of Action Items closed during
the year

Audits

No. of AECB audits

Results of AECB audits

No. of directives Issued

No. of Action Notices issued

No. of Recommendations Issued

Health Physic» Appraisals

No. of AECB Health Physics
Appraisals during the year

1991 1990 AECB
Rating

22*

25*

16*

SO*

13

—

--

HI

—

—

--

1* 0 --

0

4

14

I«

0

0

0

0

... \;:A . .•

.'•'• - A •' .'

HI

1
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Health Physic» Appraisals
(cont'd)

No. of Directives Issued :

No. of Action Notices issued

No. of Recommendations issued

1991 1990 AECB
Rating

•v:0 -;; ;;' >! .. 0 ;; .' . .. A

• • > < ! •'• ••'.... , . : • ; « . . A ;
 :

- A

15 0 NI

Notes :

The process for recording actions changed for 1991.
Done for both PNGS-A and PNGS-B.
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Table A-6

Measures of Pickering BGS-A Performance
Operation

Chemical Control

Housekeeping

Radiation Control

Quality Assurance Program

1991 AZCB Rating

TO

NX

A

m
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Table A-7

Measures of Pickering HGS-B Performance
Radiation Control

Occupational Dose*

Total whole body doue
(person-Sv) ':,.:.

Total extremity dose
(person-Sv)

Total neutron dose
(person-Sv)

No. of exposure
> regulatory limits

No. of «hole body exposure
> 20 mSv

Release form the Station

No. of times 1% DEL target exceeded
(weekly basis)

Airborne tritium

Airborne noble gas

Airborne iodine-131

Airborne particulate»

1991

1.22

2.22

0.015

0

0

1990

1.13

2.00

0.01

0

0

AECB
Rating

A

A

A

A

A

0

0

0

• • • • »

0

0

0

o

* 1* 1
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No. of times IX DEL target exceed
{weekly basis)

(com:' d)

Airborne carbon-14*

Vaterborne tritium -i •

Waterbome gross beta activity

Average X DEL for the year

Airborne tritium

Airborne noble gas

Airborne iodine-131

Airborne particulars

Airborne carbon-14

Waterbome tritium

Waterborne gross beta activity

1991

--

0

0

1990

--

0

0 .•..:•:••.•<

AECB
Sating

--

A

;.; .. A ' -.-:

0.07

0.20

< 0.01

< 0.01

—

< 0.01

0.03

0.10

0.22

< 0.01

< 0.01

—

< 0.01

0.02

A

A

A

A

A

A

Hotes:

Dosas for those working on both stations axa reported under
Pickering NOS-A.
Carbon-14 Is found only in Pickering NGS-A.
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Tabla A-6

Measures of Pickering BGS-B Pexfoi
Plant Control

No. of reportable events

No. of reportable events where
human error was a significant
contributing factor

No. of violations of licence and
AEC Regulations

No. of serious process failures

No. of reactor trip»

Percentage of safety system tests
completed ". :':\;;;\v .•• .: •V'.-

SDSl

SDS2

SCZS

Containment

Forced Outages

U n i t 5 : ..';:•'. '•-' '.•'••• ;" : '

1991

13

4

4

,;\0

8

nance

1990

24

11

2

0

11

AECB
Eating

m

A

TO

A

A

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

A

A . : .,••

, A ; • ; • ;

A : I

1
3 0 DR 1
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Forced Outages
(cant ' d)

Unit 6

U n i t 7 •••;;

TJnlt 8

1991 1990 AECB
Sating

0 1 A

2 0 VR

o .,,/ '.,:v,2 . . A ;
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SDS1

SDS2

Measures of
Special Safety

Containment

ECIS

SDS1

SDS2

Table A-9

Pickering BGS-B Perfc
System Unavailability

All Units

Unit5

Unit6

Unit7

0nlt8

Each Unit

Dnlt5

Unité

0hlt7

Unit8

Each Unit

Each Unit

«•anca
< x 10"s)

Actual Past

1991

0

0

0

0

0

1990

0

0

0

6.54

0

0.26 340

1.0

1.0

379.1

1.01

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

Predicted
Future

1991

0.846

0.315

1990

1.05

035

AECB
Rating

A

A

A

;-A :

... ,-A

A

A

A

MI

A

A

,A .' ';
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Containment:

ECIS

Each Unit

Each Unit

Predicted
: Future

1991 1990

0.91 :;:':v;4</ï:4.39 ̂

0.68 0.63
V .-. • •..

AECB
Sating

• A : •••.-•
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Table A-10

Measures of Pickering BGS-B Performance
Plant Maintenance and Administration

Documentation

Operation nemo*
(for Units 1 - *)

No. in effect at year end

No. in effect for > 6 months

Jumper records
(for Units 1 - 8 )

No. of operational jumpers in
effect at year end

Call-ups outstanding at year end
(for Units 5 - 8 )

Special Safety Systems

Safety Related Support Systems

13o. of Deficiency Reports at year
end (for units 5 - 8 )

Special Safety Systems

Safety Related Support Systems

1991

- : : • , ; ; • « • ' •

39* -:.

U3**

1990

54

14

385

AEC6
Rating

NI

OR

1

4+

44

73

A

A

121

223+

€44

2021

TO

m 1
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Note:

Includes both Pickering HGS-A and NGS-8.
Includes Jumpers for Units 5-8 and Unit 056.
Here, Unit 058 denotes the jumpers are common to Units
e s , . . , a . . . • • • • • . • . , • . • • • • • • • . • . ;

:
 ; • , • ; . • : . •. . •

Includes both safety support and standby safety support
systems. The definition used is different from that used in
the 1990 report.
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Table A-11

Measure» of Pickering BGS-B Performance
Licensing

•

AECB Action Items

No. of Action Items outstanding at
year end

No. of Action Items Introduced
during the year

No. of Action Item responses
submitted for AECB review

No. of Action Items closed during
the year :

Audits

No. of AECE audits :

Results of audits

No. of directives issued

No. of Action Notices Issued

No. of Recommendations issued

Health Physics Appraisals

No. of AECB Health Physics
Appraisals during the year

1991

55*

12*

9* : :

1990

52*

10

' ' --

• —

AECB
Rating

NI

—

I
i« 0 1

1
0

4

14

0

0

0

A 1

A

NI

1 0 --
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Health Physic* Appraisals :
<cont'd)

Mo. of Directives Issued

No. of Action Notices issued

No. of Recommendations Issued
• . • . " • ' • • •

1991 1990 AECB
Sating

0 0 A

0 0 A

15 0 HI I

Notesj

The process for recording actions changed for 1991.
Done for both PRCS-A *nd PNGS-B.
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Table A-12

Measures of Pickering HGS-B Performance
Operation

Chemical Control

Housekeeping

Radiation Control

Quality Assurance Program

1991 AECB Sating

.;;••• VR ï

. • • • • " ' • m - : . . ' ' : •

;.;:.;v :
:;::^A ; ; • , , • !


